ASHES IN THE FALL (Bassline)
As recorded by Rage Against The Machine
(From the 1999 Album THE BATTLE OF LOS ANGELES)

Transcribed by Cam Penny
Drop-D tuning:
(low to high) D-A-D-G

A Intro
Moderately Fast Rock \( \frac{1}{4} = 142 \)

B Verse

C Chorus

D Pre-Verse

E Chorus

Words by Zack de la Rocha
Music by Tom Morello and Tim Commerford
Arranged by Rage Against The Machine

Gtr I

Moderately Fast Rock
P = 142

Drop-D tuning:
(low to high) D-A-D-G

(4th time on D.S.) To Coda

(2nd time on D.S.S.) To Dbl. Coda

fff

mp
F Interlude I

Slightly Faster $\textit{} = 147$

Original tempo $\textit{} = 142$

(4th time) D.S.S. al Dbl. Coda

G Interlude II

Slower $\textit{} = 135$

Delay

H Outro (Fade)